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The Age of RevolutionThe Age of Revolution
Everything started changing—and Everything started changing—and quicklyquickly

17751775 James Watt's steam engine was patentedJames Watt's steam engine was patented
Steam engines had been around since 1698, so Steam engines had been around since 1698, so 
the idea itself was nothing newthe idea itself was nothing new

But the earliest models were either too But the earliest models were either too 
inefficient or too unwieldy to be of much inefficient or too unwieldy to be of much 
practical usepractical use



The Age of RevolutionThe Age of Revolution
Everything started changing—and Everything started changing—and quicklyquickly

17751775 James Watt's steam engine was patentedJames Watt's steam engine was patented
Steam engines had been around since 1698, so Steam engines had been around since 1698, so 
the idea itself was nothing newthe idea itself was nothing new
But Scottish inventor James Watt came up with But Scottish inventor James Watt came up with 
the idea of using separate chambers for the the idea of using separate chambers for the 
condensing chamber and the working cylinder, condensing chamber and the working cylinder, 
which meant that you didn't have to heat and cool which meant that you didn't have to heat and cool 
the cylinder between strokesthe cylinder between strokes

Suddenly, the steam engine became a lot Suddenly, the steam engine became a lot 
more efficient, could be a lot smaller, and thus, more efficient, could be a lot smaller, and thus, 
was a lot more practicalwas a lot more practical
Arguably, it was Watt's steam Arguably, it was Watt's steam 
engine that began what becameengine that began what became
known as the Industrial Revolutionknown as the Industrial Revolution



The Age of RevolutionThe Age of Revolution
Everything started changing—and Everything started changing—and quicklyquickly

17751775 James Watt's steam engine was patentedJames Watt's steam engine was patented
Steam engines had been around since 1698, so Steam engines had been around since 1698, so 
the idea itself was nothing newthe idea itself was nothing new
But Scottish inventor James Watt came up with But Scottish inventor James Watt came up with 
the idea of using separate chambers for the the idea of using separate chambers for the 
condensing chamber and the working cylinder, condensing chamber and the working cylinder, 
which meant that you didn't have to heat and cool which meant that you didn't have to heat and cool 
the cylinder between strokesthe cylinder between strokes
In a fairly short period of time, most countries' In a fairly short period of time, most countries' 
economies shifted from agricultural to industrialeconomies shifted from agricultural to industrial
and most industries shifted from hand-crafted, and most industries shifted from hand-crafted, 
highly-skilled manufacturing to machine-basedhighly-skilled manufacturing to machine-based

And that meant changes for society at large—And that meant changes for society at large—
    A)A) More unskilled laborers could find better jobs More unskilled laborers could find better jobs 

at a higher rate of payat a higher rate of pay
    B) B) Manufactured items became more affordable Manufactured items became more affordable 

and accessible to the common familyand accessible to the common family
    C)C) A “A “middlemiddle class” between “rich” and “poor”  class” between “rich” and “poor” 

developed, creating a stabilizing bufferdeveloped, creating a stabilizing buffer
    D)D) Which, put together, meant that theWhich, put together, meant that the

standard of living shot upwards forstandard of living shot upwards for
most of the civilized worldmost of the civilized world

    E)  Life expectancy rates nearly E)  Life expectancy rates nearly doubleddoubled



The Age of RevolutionThe Age of Revolution
Everything started changing—and Everything started changing—and quicklyquickly

17751775 James Watt's steam engine was patentedJames Watt's steam engine was patented
Steam engines had been around since 1698, so Steam engines had been around since 1698, so 
the idea itself was nothing newthe idea itself was nothing new
But Scottish inventor James Watt came up with But Scottish inventor James Watt came up with 
the idea of using separate chambers for the the idea of using separate chambers for the 
condensing chamber and the working cylinder, condensing chamber and the working cylinder, 
which meant that you didn't have to heat and cool which meant that you didn't have to heat and cool 
the cylinder between strokesthe cylinder between strokes
In a fairly short period of time, most countries' In a fairly short period of time, most countries' 
economies shifted from agricultural to industrialeconomies shifted from agricultural to industrial
and most industries shifted from hand-crafted, and most industries shifted from hand-crafted, 
highly-skilled manufacturing to machine-basedhighly-skilled manufacturing to machine-based

And that meant changes for society at largeAnd that meant changes for society at large
But, as usual, it's not quite that simple...But, as usual, it's not quite that simple...

The increased dependence on machinery The increased dependence on machinery 
brought its own social ills—brought its own social ills—

Factory owners built factory towns and Factory owners built factory towns and 
treated workers like cogs in the machinestreated workers like cogs in the machines
Luddites were afraid that machines Luddites were afraid that machines 
would even push human workers outwould even push human workers out
——so they sabotaged the machinesso they sabotaged the machines

Parliament made “machine-Parliament made “machine-
breaking” a capital crime in 1812breaking” a capital crime in 1812



The Age of RevolutionThe Age of Revolution
Everything started changing—and Everything started changing—and quicklyquickly

17751775 James Watt's steam engine was patentedJames Watt's steam engine was patented
Steam engines had been around since 1698, so Steam engines had been around since 1698, so 
the idea itself was nothing newthe idea itself was nothing new
But Scottish inventor James Watt came up with But Scottish inventor James Watt came up with 
the idea of using separate chambers for the the idea of using separate chambers for the 
condensing chamber and the working cylinder, condensing chamber and the working cylinder, 
which meant that you didn't have to heat and cool which meant that you didn't have to heat and cool 
the cylinder between strokesthe cylinder between strokes
In a fairly short period of time, most countries' In a fairly short period of time, most countries' 
economies shifted from agricultural to industrialeconomies shifted from agricultural to industrial
and most industries shifted from hand-crafted, and most industries shifted from hand-crafted, 
highly-skilled manufacturing to machine-basedhighly-skilled manufacturing to machine-based

And that meant changes for society at largeAnd that meant changes for society at large
But, as usual, it's not quite that simple...But, as usual, it's not quite that simple...

The increased dependence on machinery The increased dependence on machinery 
brought its own social ills—brought its own social ills—

Factory owners built factory towns and Factory owners built factory towns and 
treated workers like cogs in the machinestreated workers like cogs in the machines
Luddites were afraid that machines Luddites were afraid that machines 
would even push human workers outwould even push human workers out
More products were available to more More products were available to more 
people, but they were of lesser qualitypeople, but they were of lesser quality

(be honest—that's the (be honest—that's the pointpoint, right?), right?)



The Age of RevolutionThe Age of Revolution
Everything started changing—and Everything started changing—and quicklyquickly

17751775 James Watt's steam engine was patentedJames Watt's steam engine was patented
Steam engines had been around since 1698, so Steam engines had been around since 1698, so 
the idea itself was nothing newthe idea itself was nothing new
But Scottish inventor James Watt came up with But Scottish inventor James Watt came up with 
the idea of using separate chambers for the the idea of using separate chambers for the 
condensing chamber and the working cylinder, condensing chamber and the working cylinder, 
which meant that you didn't have to heat and cool which meant that you didn't have to heat and cool 
the cylinder between strokesthe cylinder between strokes
In a fairly short period of time, most countries' In a fairly short period of time, most countries' 
economies shifted from agricultural to industrialeconomies shifted from agricultural to industrial
and most industries shifted from hand-crafted, and most industries shifted from hand-crafted, 
highly-skilled manufacturing to machine-basedhighly-skilled manufacturing to machine-based

And that meant changes for society at largeAnd that meant changes for society at large
But, as usual, it's not quite that simple...But, as usual, it's not quite that simple...

The increased dependence on machinery The increased dependence on machinery 
brought its own social ills—brought its own social ills—

Factory owners built factory towns and Factory owners built factory towns and 
treated workers like cogs in the machinestreated workers like cogs in the machines
Luddites were afraid that machines Luddites were afraid that machines 
would even push human workers outwould even push human workers out
More products were available More products were available 
Children were put to work in factoriesChildren were put to work in factories
and child mortality rates roseand child mortality rates rose



The Age of RevolutionThe Age of Revolution
Everything started changing—and Everything started changing—and quicklyquickly

17751775 James Watt's steam engine was patentedJames Watt's steam engine was patented
Steam engines had been around since 1698, so Steam engines had been around since 1698, so 
the idea itself was nothing newthe idea itself was nothing new
But Scottish inventor James Watt came up with But Scottish inventor James Watt came up with 
the idea of using separate chambers for the the idea of using separate chambers for the 
condensing chamber and the working cylinder, condensing chamber and the working cylinder, 
which meant that you didn't have to heat and cool which meant that you didn't have to heat and cool 
the cylinder between strokesthe cylinder between strokes
In a fairly short period of time, most countries' In a fairly short period of time, most countries' 
economies shifted from agricultural to industrialeconomies shifted from agricultural to industrial
and most industries shifted from hand-crafted, and most industries shifted from hand-crafted, 
highly-skilled manufacturing to machine-basedhighly-skilled manufacturing to machine-based

And that meant changes for society at largeAnd that meant changes for society at large
But, as usual, it's not quite that simple...But, as usual, it's not quite that simple...

The increased dependence on machinery The increased dependence on machinery 
brought its own social illsbrought its own social ills
With social ills came social remedies—With social ills came social remedies—

With more people living in cities came the With more people living in cities came the 
need for better roads, building materials need for better roads, building materials 
and social managementand social management

Thus emerged inventions likeThus emerged inventions like
cement and rolled asphaltcement and rolled asphalt
as well as “Sunday Schools”as well as “Sunday Schools”



The Age of RevolutionThe Age of Revolution
Everything started changing—and Everything started changing—and quicklyquickly

17751775 James Watt's steam engine was patentedJames Watt's steam engine was patented
Steam engines had been around since 1698, so Steam engines had been around since 1698, so 
the idea itself was nothing newthe idea itself was nothing new
But Scottish inventor James Watt came up with But Scottish inventor James Watt came up with 
the idea of using separate chambers for the the idea of using separate chambers for the 
condensing chamber and the working cylinder, condensing chamber and the working cylinder, 
which meant that you didn't have to heat and cool which meant that you didn't have to heat and cool 
the cylinder between strokesthe cylinder between strokes
In a fairly short period of time, most countries' In a fairly short period of time, most countries' 
economies shifted from agricultural to industrialeconomies shifted from agricultural to industrial
and most industries shifted from hand-crafted, and most industries shifted from hand-crafted, 
highly-skilled manufacturing to machine-basedhighly-skilled manufacturing to machine-based

And that meant changes for society at largeAnd that meant changes for society at large
But, as usual, it's not quite that simple...But, as usual, it's not quite that simple...

The increased dependence on machinery The increased dependence on machinery 
brought its own social illsbrought its own social ills
With social ills came social remedies—With social ills came social remedies—

With more people living in cities came the With more people living in cities came the 
need for better roads, building materials need for better roads, building materials 
and social managementand social management
Socialist groups and unions emerged Socialist groups and unions emerged 
to support the abused working classto support the abused working class
——which sometimes which sometimes alsoalso abused them abused them



The Age of RevolutionThe Age of Revolution
Everything started changing—and Everything started changing—and quicklyquickly

17751775 James Watt's steam engine was patentedJames Watt's steam engine was patented
Steam engines had been around since 1698, so Steam engines had been around since 1698, so 
the idea itself was nothing newthe idea itself was nothing new
But Scottish inventor James Watt came up with But Scottish inventor James Watt came up with 
the idea of using separate chambers for the the idea of using separate chambers for the 
condensing chamber and the working cylinder, condensing chamber and the working cylinder, 
which meant that you didn't have to heat and cool which meant that you didn't have to heat and cool 
the cylinder between strokesthe cylinder between strokes
In a fairly short period of time, most countries' In a fairly short period of time, most countries' 
economies shifted from agricultural to industrialeconomies shifted from agricultural to industrial
and most industries shifted from hand-crafted, and most industries shifted from hand-crafted, 
highly-skilled manufacturing to machine-basedhighly-skilled manufacturing to machine-based

And that meant changes for society at largeAnd that meant changes for society at large
But, as usual, it's not quite that simple...But, as usual, it's not quite that simple...
The Industrial Revolution thus served to both The Industrial Revolution thus served to both 
pound down and exalt the common individual, pound down and exalt the common individual, 
depending on the contextdepending on the context

What sort(s) of social conditions would that What sort(s) of social conditions would that 
kind of combination create?kind of combination create?
How would that logically affect the How would that logically affect the 
common man's perception of common man's perception of religion?religion?
How would that affect the Church?How would that affect the Church?



The Age of RevolutionThe Age of Revolution
Everything started changing—and Everything started changing—and quicklyquickly

17751775 James Watt's steam engine was patentedJames Watt's steam engine was patented
The French Flour War and wheat riots eruptedThe French Flour War and wheat riots erupted
As we said last week, the violence in the streets As we said last week, the violence in the streets 
stemmed from a series of bad harvests, which led stemmed from a series of bad harvests, which led 
to a sudden sky-rocketing in French wheat pricesto a sudden sky-rocketing in French wheat prices
but there was more to it than thatbut there was more to it than that

For centuries, the French monarchy had For centuries, the French monarchy had 
accepted the age-old responsibility of making accepted the age-old responsibility of making 
sure that the people had enough food to eatsure that the people had enough food to eat

(though, let's be honest—some kings like Louis (though, let's be honest—some kings like Louis 
XIV couldn't have cared less about that, as XIV couldn't have cared less about that, as 
long as he had his palaces, his dances, his long as he had his palaces, his dances, his 
mistresses, his candy, his gold, etc.)mistresses, his candy, his gold, etc.)



The Age of RevolutionThe Age of Revolution
Everything started changing—and Everything started changing—and quicklyquickly

17751775 James Watt's steam engine was patentedJames Watt's steam engine was patented
The French Flour War and wheat riots eruptedThe French Flour War and wheat riots erupted
As we said last week, the violence in the streets As we said last week, the violence in the streets 
stemmed from a series of bad harvests, which led stemmed from a series of bad harvests, which led 
to a sudden sky-rocketing in French wheat pricesto a sudden sky-rocketing in French wheat prices
but there was more to it than thatbut there was more to it than that

For centuries, the French monarchy had For centuries, the French monarchy had 
accepted the age-old responsibility of making accepted the age-old responsibility of making 
sure that the people had enough food to eat, sure that the people had enough food to eat, 
and they had passed strict laws to keep a tight and they had passed strict laws to keep a tight 
rein on food distribution, prices, etc.rein on food distribution, prices, etc.
But under Louis XVI, the French government But under Louis XVI, the French government 
began to follow a newer economic theory, began to follow a newer economic theory, 
summarized as summarized as “laissez faire, laissez passer”“laissez faire, laissez passer”  
To these new economists, the best sort of To these new economists, the best sort of 
economy is the one that waxes and wanes economy is the one that waxes and wanes 
naturally, without interventionnaturally, without intervention

Thus, for instance, wheat sellers were Thus, for instance, wheat sellers were 
allowed to dictate their own prices, allowed to dictate their own prices, 
without governmental interferencewithout governmental interference

Which is why wheat prices soaredWhich is why wheat prices soared
and violence reigned in the streetsand violence reigned in the streets



The Age of RevolutionThe Age of Revolution
Everything started changing—and Everything started changing—and quicklyquickly

17751775 James Watt's steam engine was patentedJames Watt's steam engine was patented
The French Flour War and wheat riots eruptedThe French Flour War and wheat riots erupted
As we said last week, the violence in the streets As we said last week, the violence in the streets 
stemmed from a series of bad harvests, which led stemmed from a series of bad harvests, which led 
to a sudden sky-rocketing in French wheat pricesto a sudden sky-rocketing in French wheat prices
but there was more to it than thatbut there was more to it than that
The worst part for Louis XVI and his government The worst part for Louis XVI and his government 
was the widespread public belief in a was the widespread public belief in a “pacte de “pacte de 
famine”famine”—a conspiracy theory that claimed that the —a conspiracy theory that claimed that the 
nobles had purposely driven up the prices of nobles had purposely driven up the prices of 
wheat to kill the poorwheat to kill the poor

So the common people were divided between So the common people were divided between 
those who thought that Louis' government was those who thought that Louis' government was 
inept and unable to help the working maninept and unable to help the working man
and those who believed that his government and those who believed that his government 
was was actively attempting to kill actively attempting to kill the working manthe working man

You can probably see how all of this helped You can probably see how all of this helped 
sow the seeds of revolution in France...sow the seeds of revolution in France...



The Age of RevolutionThe Age of Revolution
Everything started changing—and Everything started changing—and quicklyquickly

17751775 James Watt's steam engine was patentedJames Watt's steam engine was patented
The French Flour War and wheat riots eruptedThe French Flour War and wheat riots erupted
A Revolutionary War broke out in AmericaA Revolutionary War broke out in America
In February of 1775, Parliament had declared that In February of 1775, Parliament had declared that 
Massachusetts was in open rebellion by refusing Massachusetts was in open rebellion by refusing 
to trade with England until the “Intolerable Acts” to trade with England until the “Intolerable Acts” 
were rescindedwere rescinded

They ordered Lt. Gen. Thomas Gage to bring They ordered Lt. Gen. Thomas Gage to bring 
order to the colonyorder to the colony



The Age of RevolutionThe Age of Revolution
MOMENT OF HONESTY HERE:MOMENT OF HONESTY HERE:

When asked when the Revolutionary When asked when the Revolutionary 
War was, most people will answer War was, most people will answer 
confidently only about one year—confidently only about one year—

1776         1776         
But for the Americans, the war lasted from 1775 toBut for the Americans, the war lasted from 1775 to
1783, when the Treaty of Paris was signed—the war 1783, when the Treaty of Paris was signed—the war 
lasted lasted eight yearseight years

For the British, the war lasted from 1775 to 1814 For the British, the war lasted from 1775 to 1814 
(since the War of 1812 was arguably England (since the War of 1812 was arguably England 
refusing to admit that we were refusing to admit that we were everever actually  actually 
independent)independent)

Basically, it took fighting Basically, it took fighting NapoleonNapoleon to make  to make 
England stop fighting usEngland stop fighting us
And they were still sore enough half a century And they were still sore enough half a century 
later that they gave aid to the Confederacy, later that they gave aid to the Confederacy, 
in order to destabilize the Unionin order to destabilize the Union



The Age of RevolutionThe Age of Revolution
Whirlwind Revolutionary War TimelineWhirlwind Revolutionary War Timeline

17751775 Battles of Lexington and ConcordBattles of Lexington and Concord
Gage's first action was to seize the stores of Gage's first action was to seize the stores of 
weapons and ammunition that the colonial militia weapons and ammunition that the colonial militia 
had stored in Concord, Massachusettshad stored in Concord, Massachusetts

(N(NOTEOTE:  They'd actually been :  They'd actually been givengiven the weapons  the weapons 
and ammunition—and ammunition—andand been organized and trained  been organized and trained 
as a militia—by the British to fight as a militia—by the British to fight forfor England in  England in 
actions like the French and Indian War)actions like the French and Indian War)



The Age of RevolutionThe Age of Revolution
Whirlwind Revolutionary War TimelineWhirlwind Revolutionary War Timeline

17751775 Battles of Lexington and ConcordBattles of Lexington and Concord
Gage's first action was to seize the stores of Gage's first action was to seize the stores of 
weapons and ammunition that the colonial militia weapons and ammunition that the colonial militia 
had stored in Concord, Massachusettshad stored in Concord, Massachusetts
Silversmith Paul Revere rode to Concord to warn Silversmith Paul Revere rode to Concord to warn 
the militia there to be preparedthe militia there to be prepared

A week later, militia leader Dr. Joseph Warren  A week later, militia leader Dr. Joseph Warren  
sent Revere and William Dawes to find out exactly sent Revere and William Dawes to find out exactly 
how and when the British regulars would invadehow and when the British regulars would invade
Sexton Robert Newton was to put one lantern in Sexton Robert Newton was to put one lantern in 
the steeple of Boston's Old North Church if the the steeple of Boston's Old North Church if the 
British were marching overland, or two if they were British were marching overland, or two if they were 
going to take a short-cut by crossing the Charles going to take a short-cut by crossing the Charles 
River in boatsRiver in boats

Dawes and Revere road all over the Dawes and Revere road all over the 
countryside that night, informing the militia countryside that night, informing the militia 
members that “The Regulars are coming out!” members that “The Regulars are coming out!” 
and would be there shortlyand would be there shortly



The Age of RevolutionThe Age of Revolution
Whirlwind Revolutionary War TimelineWhirlwind Revolutionary War Timeline

17751775 Battles of Lexington and ConcordBattles of Lexington and Concord
Gage's first action was to seize the stores of Gage's first action was to seize the stores of 
weapons and ammunition that the colonial militia weapons and ammunition that the colonial militia 
had stored in Concord, Massachusettshad stored in Concord, Massachusetts
Silversmith Paul Revere rode to Concord to warn Silversmith Paul Revere rode to Concord to warn 
the militia there to be preparedthe militia there to be prepared
Thus, when Gage's troops marched through Thus, when Gage's troops marched through 
Lexington on their way to Concord, 77 militiamen Lexington on their way to Concord, 77 militiamen 
were waiting for them in townwere waiting for them in town

Nobody had expected this to be Nobody had expected this to be 
anything more than a show of anything more than a show of 
disapproval by the militiamendisapproval by the militiamen
but someone on one of the sides but someone on one of the sides 
fired a shot, and the whole thing got fired a shot, and the whole thing got 
messymessy

After a few flurries of fire, eight After a few flurries of fire, eight 
colonials were dead, ten were colonials were dead, ten were 
wounded, and everyone had run wounded, and everyone had run 
away—while only one British away—while only one British 
soldier had gotten woundedsoldier had gotten wounded



The Age of RevolutionThe Age of Revolution
Whirlwind Revolutionary War TimelineWhirlwind Revolutionary War Timeline

17751775 Battles of Lexington and ConcordBattles of Lexington and Concord
Gage's first action was to seize the stores of Gage's first action was to seize the stores of 
weapons and ammunition that the colonial militia weapons and ammunition that the colonial militia 
had stored in Concord, Massachusettshad stored in Concord, Massachusetts
Silversmith Paul Revere rode to Concord to warn Silversmith Paul Revere rode to Concord to warn 
the militia there to be preparedthe militia there to be prepared
Thus, when Gage's troops marched through Thus, when Gage's troops marched through 
Lexington on their way to Concord, 77 militiamen Lexington on their way to Concord, 77 militiamen 
were waiting for them in townwere waiting for them in town
Continuing on to Concord, the British split their Continuing on to Concord, the British split their 
forces to look for stored munitions in townforces to look for stored munitions in town

(N(NOTEOTE:  They were helped by several “Tories”—:  They were helped by several “Tories”—
British loyalists who didn't support any opposition British loyalists who didn't support any opposition 
to the Crown)to the Crown)
(N(NOTEOTE22:  Only about a third of the American :  Only about a third of the American 
colonists ever did actually support the idea of a colonists ever did actually support the idea of a 
revolution against England—the rest either didn't revolution against England—the rest either didn't 
really care, didn't want to rock the boat, or were really care, didn't want to rock the boat, or were 
actively supportive of England)actively supportive of England)



The Age of RevolutionThe Age of Revolution
Funky little teaching moment—Funky little teaching moment—

On the one hand, Presbyterian minister John On the one hand, Presbyterian minister John 
Witherspoon not only preached for revolution from Witherspoon not only preached for revolution from 
his pulpit in New Jersey, but he also served as his pulpit in New Jersey, but he also served as 
the Congressional chaplain and was one of the the Congressional chaplain and was one of the 
signers of the Declaration of Independencesigners of the Declaration of Independence
as did Peter Muhlenberg, a Lutheran pastor from as did Peter Muhlenberg, a Lutheran pastor from 
Pennsylvania, who—in his last sermon to his Pennsylvania, who—in his last sermon to his 
congregation—quoted Ecclesiastes 3:1 and then congregation—quoted Ecclesiastes 3:1 and then 
said, “There is a time to preach and a time to said, “There is a time to preach and a time to 
pray, but there is also a time to fight, and that time pray, but there is also a time to fight, and that time 
has now come!”has now come!”

(and with that, he tore off his clerical (and with that, he tore off his clerical 
robes to reveal a Lt. Colonel's robes to reveal a Lt. Colonel's 
uniform underneath, and then left uniform underneath, and then left 
the pulpit)the pulpit)



The Age of RevolutionThe Age of Revolution
Funky little teaching moment—Funky little teaching moment—

On the one hand...On the one hand...
On the other hand, Ben Franklin's best friend, On the other hand, Ben Franklin's best friend, 
Joseph Galloway—the Speaker of the House in Joseph Galloway—the Speaker of the House in 
the Pennsylvania legislature—so opposed the the Pennsylvania legislature—so opposed the 
rebellion that he eventually left the colonies in rebellion that he eventually left the colonies in 
1778 and moved back to England, where he 1778 and moved back to England, where he 
advised the Crown about how to win in Americaadvised the Crown about how to win in America
and Anglican minister Jonathan Boucher from and Anglican minister Jonathan Boucher from 
Maryland preached that revolution is un-Biblical, Maryland preached that revolution is un-Biblical, 
citing Romans 13:1-7 and our need to obey even citing Romans 13:1-7 and our need to obey even 
tyrants, unless that obedience would call us to sintyrants, unless that obedience would call us to sin

He was so committed to his belief—and so aware He was so committed to his belief—and so aware 
of how unpopular it was—that he preached with of how unpopular it was—that he preached with 
two loaded pistols in the pulpit with himtwo loaded pistols in the pulpit with him



The Age of RevolutionThe Age of Revolution
Funky little teaching moment—Funky little teaching moment—

On the one hand...On the one hand...
On the other hand...On the other hand...
And still others preached that revolution was And still others preached that revolution was 
completely completely BiblicalBiblical

Faith Robinson Trumbull—the wife of the governor Faith Robinson Trumbull—the wife of the governor 
of Connecticut and the daughter of a of Connecticut and the daughter of a 
Congregationalist pastor—made this needleworkCongregationalist pastor—made this needlework

Caught in the tree is Absalom, the Caught in the tree is Absalom, the 
freedom-fighting son of a tyrant-king freedom-fighting son of a tyrant-king 
DavidDavid

(who is blithely playing the harp (who is blithely playing the harp 
while his kingdom falls apart)while his kingdom falls apart)

Absalom's executioner—Joab—is Absalom's executioner—Joab—is 
wearing a British soldier's red coatwearing a British soldier's red coat



The Age of RevolutionThe Age of Revolution
Funky little teaching moment—Funky little teaching moment—

On the one hand...On the one hand...
On the other hand...On the other hand...
And still others preached that revolution was And still others preached that revolution was 
completely completely BiblicalBiblical
So where would So where would you you stand—stand—BiblicallyBiblically—on the —on the 
subject of the American Revolution at the time?  subject of the American Revolution at the time?  
What Scriptures would you point to in order to What Scriptures would you point to in order to 
lead the way toward Godliness?lead the way toward Godliness?



The Age of RevolutionThe Age of Revolution
Whirlwind Revolutionary War TimelineWhirlwind Revolutionary War Timeline

17751775 Battles of Lexington and ConcordBattles of Lexington and Concord
Gage's first action was to seize the stores of Gage's first action was to seize the stores of 
weapons and ammunition that the colonial militia weapons and ammunition that the colonial militia 
had stored in Concord, Massachusettshad stored in Concord, Massachusetts
Silversmith Paul Revere rode to Concord to warn Silversmith Paul Revere rode to Concord to warn 
the militia there to be preparedthe militia there to be prepared
Thus, when Gage's troops marched through Thus, when Gage's troops marched through 
Lexington on their way to Concord, 77 militiamen Lexington on their way to Concord, 77 militiamen 
were waiting for them in townwere waiting for them in town
Continuing on to Concord, the British split their Continuing on to Concord, the British split their 
forces to look for stored munitions in townforces to look for stored munitions in town

Splitting up was a mistake, because Splitting up was a mistake, because 
various clumps of mobile, colonial various clumps of mobile, colonial 
militiamen were able to pick them off militiamen were able to pick them off 
as a result—most notably by making as a result—most notably by making 
strategic use of a local bridgestrategic use of a local bridge

The British were stunned, and The British were stunned, and 
began their retreat back to Boston...began their retreat back to Boston...
...which took them back through...which took them back through
LexingtonLexington again again
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17751775 Battles of Lexington and ConcordBattles of Lexington and Concord
Gage's first action was to seize the stores of Gage's first action was to seize the stores of 
weapons and ammunition that the colonial militia weapons and ammunition that the colonial militia 
had stored in Concord, Massachusettshad stored in Concord, Massachusetts
Silversmith Paul Revere rode to Concord to warn Silversmith Paul Revere rode to Concord to warn 
the militia there to be preparedthe militia there to be prepared
Thus, when Gage's troops marched through Thus, when Gage's troops marched through 
Lexington on their way to Concord, 77 militiamen Lexington on their way to Concord, 77 militiamen 
were waiting for them in townwere waiting for them in town
Continuing on to Concord, the British split their Continuing on to Concord, the British split their 
forces to look for stored munitions in townforces to look for stored munitions in town
Going through Lexington again, the British were Going through Lexington again, the British were 
pounded on by the over 1,000 militiamen who had pounded on by the over 1,000 militiamen who had 
now formed against themnow formed against them

The British commanders were particularly The British commanders were particularly 
vexed that the colonists refused to line up in vexed that the colonists refused to line up in 
open fields to fight against them, as any open fields to fight against them, as any 
“civilized” army would“civilized” army would

Instead, they did what they'd learned in the Instead, they did what they'd learned in the 
French and Indian War and used rocks,French and Indian War and used rocks,
walls, and trees as coverwalls, and trees as cover
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17751775 Battles of Lexington and ConcordBattles of Lexington and Concord
Gage's first action was to seize the stores of Gage's first action was to seize the stores of 
weapons and ammunition that the colonial militia weapons and ammunition that the colonial militia 
had stored in Concord, Massachusettshad stored in Concord, Massachusetts
Silversmith Paul Revere rode to Concord to warn Silversmith Paul Revere rode to Concord to warn 
the militia there to be preparedthe militia there to be prepared
Thus, when Gage's troops marched through Thus, when Gage's troops marched through 
Lexington on their way to Concord, 77 militiamen Lexington on their way to Concord, 77 militiamen 
were waiting for them in townwere waiting for them in town
Continuing on to Concord, the British split their Continuing on to Concord, the British split their 
forces to look for stored munitions in townforces to look for stored munitions in town
Going through Lexington again, the British were Going through Lexington again, the British were 
pounded on by the over 1,000 militiamen who had pounded on by the over 1,000 militiamen who had 
now formed against themnow formed against them
By the time the British made it back to Boston, By the time the British made it back to Boston, 
they'd lost 126 men, with 174 wounded on top of they'd lost 126 men, with 174 wounded on top of 
that—and Boston was surrounded by a militia that—and Boston was surrounded by a militia 
force of over 15,000 menforce of over 15,000 men

An undeclared war was unofficially on...An undeclared war was unofficially on...
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17751775 Battles of Lexington and ConcordBattles of Lexington and Concord
TiconderogaTiconderoga
The next month, the British Fort at Ticonderoga,  The next month, the British Fort at Ticonderoga,  
New York, was taken by American militia heroes New York, was taken by American militia heroes 
Ethan Allen and Benedict ArnoldEthan Allen and Benedict Arnold

Suddenly, everyone started thinking that the Suddenly, everyone started thinking that the 
colonials might actually be able to take a colonials might actually be able to take a 
genuine stand against Englandgenuine stand against England
That included Quebec, who saw the taking of That included Quebec, who saw the taking of 
the fort to be a preparation for invasionthe fort to be a preparation for invasion

(Which, of course, it was—by (Which, of course, it was—by 
August, American forces invaded August, American forces invaded 
Quebec from Ticonderoga, holding Quebec from Ticonderoga, holding 
Montreal for several months)Montreal for several months)

(and Benedict Arnold was again (and Benedict Arnold was again 
commended for his brilliant commended for his brilliant 
actions during the unfortunately actions during the unfortunately 
disastrous campaign)disastrous campaign)
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17751775 Battles of Lexington and ConcordBattles of Lexington and Concord
TiconderogaTiconderoga
WashingtonWashington
The Continental Congress chose war hero The Continental Congress chose war hero 
George Washington to be the commander-in-chief George Washington to be the commander-in-chief 
of the American forcesof the American forces

One of his first actions was to meet with his One of his first actions was to meet with his 
former friend, Gage, to request proper former friend, Gage, to request proper 
treatment of American prisoners—the British treatment of American prisoners—the British 
had starved them, refused to treat their had starved them, refused to treat their 
wounds, and otherwise abused themwounds, and otherwise abused them

When Gage rebuffed the request, Washington When Gage rebuffed the request, Washington 
threatened to similarly abuse British prisoners threatened to similarly abuse British prisoners 
and Gage relentedand Gage relented
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17751775 Battles of Lexington and ConcordBattles of Lexington and Concord
TiconderogaTiconderoga
WashingtonWashington
The Continental Congress chose war hero The Continental Congress chose war hero 
George Washington to be the commander-in-chief George Washington to be the commander-in-chief 
of the American forcesof the American forces
It was George Washington who commissioned the It was George Washington who commissioned the 
first official flag for use by the colonial forces—first official flag for use by the colonial forces—
which was simply the British Navy ensign with six which was simply the British Navy ensign with six 
white strips sewn onto itwhite strips sewn onto it

(N(NOTEOTE:  The more famous flag didn't come until :  The more famous flag didn't come until 
1777—and even then, there were several different 1777—and even then, there were several different 
versions floating around)versions floating around)
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17751775 Battles of Lexington and ConcordBattles of Lexington and Concord
TiconderogaTiconderoga
WashingtonWashington
Bunker HillBunker Hill
The British were under siege in Boston, but since The British were under siege in Boston, but since 
they could be resupplied by ship, they could they could be resupplied by ship, they could 
basically hold out foreverbasically hold out forever

So the militiamen planned to plant artillery So the militiamen planned to plant artillery 
across from Boston in Charlestown, on across from Boston in Charlestown, on 
Breed's Hill—with a redoubt to the north at Breed's Hill—with a redoubt to the north at 
Bunker Hill—and pound the British troops into Bunker Hill—and pound the British troops into 
having to surrender Bostonhaving to surrender Boston
But when British ships transported their troops But when British ships transported their troops 
to Charlestown, the militia's poor organization to Charlestown, the militia's poor organization 
and lack of ammunition led to them being and lack of ammunition led to them being 
swamped, and they had to retreat to Bunker swamped, and they had to retreat to Bunker 
Hill... which the British then took, tooHill... which the British then took, too

So, technically, the British won the battle, but So, technically, the British won the battle, but 
they lost so many men doing it that a they lost so many men doing it that a 
British general later remarked, “A few British general later remarked, “A few 
more such victories would have shortly more such victories would have shortly 
put an end to British dominion in America”put an end to British dominion in America”
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17751775 Battles of Lexington and ConcordBattles of Lexington and Concord
TiconderogaTiconderoga
WashingtonWashington
Bunker HillBunker Hill
Olive Branch PetitionOlive Branch Petition
The Continental Congress tried one last time to The Continental Congress tried one last time to 
make amends with Englandmake amends with England



The Age of RevolutionThe Age of Revolution
Funky little teaching moment—Funky little teaching moment—

Yes, even after officially fighting against English Yes, even after officially fighting against English 
forces, the Continental Congress still wanted forces, the Continental Congress still wanted 
peace more than warpeace more than war

In fact, it was at this point that they specifically In fact, it was at this point that they specifically 
called for a day of prayer and fasting for called for a day of prayer and fasting for everyoneeveryone  
in the colonies, begging for God's leading and in the colonies, begging for God's leading and 
interventionintervention
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17751775 Battles of Lexington and ConcordBattles of Lexington and Concord
TiconderogaTiconderoga
WashingtonWashington
Bunker HillBunker Hill
Olive Branch PetitionOlive Branch Petition
The Continental Congress tried one last time to The Continental Congress tried one last time to 
make amends with Englandmake amends with England

It was written by 32-year-old Thomas JeffersonIt was written by 32-year-old Thomas Jefferson
and then totally and then totally rere-written by representative -written by representative 
John Dickinson, since Jefferson's rhetoric was John Dickinson, since Jefferson's rhetoric was 
considered too intense for this kind of petitionconsidered too intense for this kind of petition

In it, the colonists reiterated that they didn't In it, the colonists reiterated that they didn't 
want war, but rather simply wanted fair trade want war, but rather simply wanted fair trade 
with Englandwith England

Either England should give the colonies  Either England should give the colonies  
the the samesame taxes as the  taxes as the restrest of Great Britain of Great Britain
or or nono taxes, and stricter trade restrictions taxes, and stricter trade restrictions
——but this trade tariffs plus high taxes thing but this trade tariffs plus high taxes thing 
was unfair, especially since the colonies was unfair, especially since the colonies 
had no representatives in Parliamenthad no representatives in Parliament
They even left it to the King to comeThey even left it to the King to come
up with what he thought was fair asup with what he thought was fair as     
a compromise, since they trusted hima compromise, since they trusted him
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17751775 Battles of Lexington and ConcordBattles of Lexington and Concord
TiconderogaTiconderoga
WashingtonWashington
Bunker HillBunker Hill
Olive Branch PetitionOlive Branch Petition
The Continental Congress tried one last time to The Continental Congress tried one last time to 
make amends with Englandmake amends with England
But George III refused to even But George III refused to even looklook at the petition at the petition

By the time it reached him, he had already By the time it reached him, he had already 
drafted a Proclamation of Rebellion in drafted a Proclamation of Rebellion in 
response to the battle at Bunker Hillresponse to the battle at Bunker Hill

In it, the Crown officially declared the colonies In it, the Crown officially declared the colonies 
to be in open rebellion—so for him to even to be in open rebellion—so for him to even 
open the petition and read it would be to tacitly open the petition and read it would be to tacitly 
acknowledge that rebels had the authority or acknowledge that rebels had the authority or 
the right to address the Crown with demands the right to address the Crown with demands 
(or even requests)(or even requests)

If the petition had arrived even a few days If the petition had arrived even a few days 
earlier, things might have gone very earlier, things might have gone very 
differently...differently...
John Adams cited George's refusal asJohn Adams cited George's refusal as
an example of the British being totally an example of the British being totally 
unreasonable—war was unreasonable—war was inevitableinevitable
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17751775 Battles of Lexington and ConcordBattles of Lexington and Concord
TiconderogaTiconderoga
WashingtonWashington
Bunker HillBunker Hill
Olive Branch PetitionOlive Branch Petition
The Continental Congress tried one last time to The Continental Congress tried one last time to 
make amends with Englandmake amends with England
But George III refused to even But George III refused to even looklook at the petition at the petition

By the time it reached him, he had already By the time it reached him, he had already 
drafted a Proclamation of Rebellion in drafted a Proclamation of Rebellion in 
response to the battle at Bunker Hillresponse to the battle at Bunker Hill

In it, the Crown officially declared the colonies In it, the Crown officially declared the colonies 
to be in open rebellion—so for him to even to be in open rebellion—so for him to even 
open the petition and read it would be to tacitly open the petition and read it would be to tacitly 
acknowledge that rebels had the authority or acknowledge that rebels had the authority or 
the right to address the Crown with demands the right to address the Crown with demands 
(or even requests)(or even requests)
To bolster his own British forces in America, To bolster his own British forces in America, 
George hired German mercenaries from George hired German mercenaries from 
the House of Hanover's holdings in Hessethe House of Hanover's holdings in Hesse

(for what it's worth, that just cemented(for what it's worth, that just cemented
things to the Americans—that things to the Americans—that GermanGerman  
king is sending king is sending foreignersforeigners to fight us) to fight us)
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17751775
17761776 Common SenseCommon Sense

Written by Thomas PaineWritten by Thomas Paine
(who'd only come over from England a little (who'd only come over from England a little 
over a year earlier, but who really, over a year earlier, but who really, reallyreally liked  liked 
to rouse rabbles)to rouse rabbles)
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17751775
17761776 Common SenseCommon Sense

Written by Thomas Paine, the pamphlet argued Written by Thomas Paine, the pamphlet argued 
convincingly that Americans absolutely convincingly that Americans absolutely mustmust  
revolt against Englandrevolt against England

Paine argued that not only did Britain abuse Paine argued that not only did Britain abuse 
the colonies whenever it suited them, but it the colonies whenever it suited them, but it 
was illogical for the colonies to submit to it—was illogical for the colonies to submit to it—

    A)A) It's unreasonable for an It's unreasonable for an islandisland to think that it  to think that it 
can rule another can rule another continentcontinent

    B)B) Especially if that continent is an ocean awayEspecially if that continent is an ocean away
Even if Parliament Even if Parliament werewere totally fair, travel  totally fair, travel 
time means that it takes so much time to time means that it takes so much time to 
deal with even the smallest issues that it's deal with even the smallest issues that it's 
inefficient at bestinefficient at best
With every passing year, Americans were With every passing year, Americans were 
becoming less and less connected to the becoming less and less connected to the 
political squabbles of Europe, and yet political squabbles of Europe, and yet 
England still considered the colonists to England still considered the colonists to 
be their primary cannon fodderbe their primary cannon fodder
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17751775
17761776 Common SenseCommon Sense

Written by Thomas Paine, the pamphlet argued Written by Thomas Paine, the pamphlet argued 
convincingly that Americans absolutely convincingly that Americans absolutely mustmust  
revolt against Englandrevolt against England

Paine argued that not only did Britain abuse Paine argued that not only did Britain abuse 
the colonies whenever it suited them, but it the colonies whenever it suited them, but it 
was illogical for the colonies to submit to it—was illogical for the colonies to submit to it—

    A)A) It's unreasonable for an It's unreasonable for an islandisland to think that it  to think that it 
can rule another can rule another continentcontinent

    B)B) Especially if that continent is an ocean awayEspecially if that continent is an ocean away
    C)C) Particularly since the colonies had long Particularly since the colonies had long 

since ceased to be only a since ceased to be only a BritishBritish people people
Increasingly, the colonies were becoming Increasingly, the colonies were becoming 
a “melting pot” of British, German, Dutch, a “melting pot” of British, German, Dutch, 
and even French and Spanish peopleand even French and Spanish people
For England—or America—to believe that For England—or America—to believe that 
England had some sort of divine claim to England had some sort of divine claim to 
rule all of those ethnicities was simply rule all of those ethnicities was simply 
absurdabsurd
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17751775
17761776 Common SenseCommon Sense

Written by Thomas Paine, the pamphlet argued Written by Thomas Paine, the pamphlet argued 
convincingly that Americans absolutely convincingly that Americans absolutely mustmust  
revolt against Englandrevolt against England

Paine argued that not only did Britain abuse Paine argued that not only did Britain abuse 
the colonies whenever it suited them, but it the colonies whenever it suited them, but it 
was illogical for the colonies to submit to itwas illogical for the colonies to submit to it
The pamphlet was cheap to print and easy to The pamphlet was cheap to print and easy to 
distribute, so almost overnight, everyone in the distribute, so almost overnight, everyone in the 
colonies was reading it and discussing itcolonies was reading it and discussing it

For the first time, For the first time, commoncommon people were being  people were being 
asked within civil platforms to make a decision asked within civil platforms to make a decision 
about whether or not it was reasonable to rebel about whether or not it was reasonable to rebel 
against their own governmentagainst their own government
That totally resonated with the increasingly That totally resonated with the increasingly 
democratic American mindset, and made no democratic American mindset, and made no 
sense at all to the people in Great Britain who sense at all to the people in Great Britain who 
were still conditioned to defer to nobility in were still conditioned to defer to nobility in 
every aspect of their livesevery aspect of their lives
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17751775
17761776 Common SenseCommon Sense

Written by Thomas Paine, the pamphlet argued Written by Thomas Paine, the pamphlet argued 
convincingly that Americans absolutely convincingly that Americans absolutely mustmust  
revolt against Englandrevolt against England
Later on in the year, Paine followed this up with Later on in the year, Paine followed this up with 
another pamphlet, entitled another pamphlet, entitled The American Crisis,The American Crisis,  
wherein he wrote:wherein he wrote:

““These are the times that try men's souls: The These are the times that try men's souls: The 
summer soldier and the sunshine patriot will, in summer soldier and the sunshine patriot will, in 
this crisis, shrink from the service of their this crisis, shrink from the service of their 
country; but he that stands it now, deserves the country; but he that stands it now, deserves the 
love and thanks of man and woman. Tyranny, love and thanks of man and woman. Tyranny, 
like Hell, is not easily conquered; yet we have like Hell, is not easily conquered; yet we have 
this consolation with us, that the harder the this consolation with us, that the harder the 
conflict, the more glorious the triumph. What we conflict, the more glorious the triumph. What we 
obtain too cheap, we esteem too lightly: it is obtain too cheap, we esteem too lightly: it is 
dearness only that gives everything its value. dearness only that gives everything its value. 
Heaven knows how to put a proper price upon Heaven knows how to put a proper price upon 
its goods; and it would be strange indeed if      its goods; and it would be strange indeed if      
so celestial an article as freedom should         so celestial an article as freedom should         
not be highly rated.”not be highly rated.”
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17761776 Common SenseCommon Sense

British lossesBritish losses
Within the span of only a few months—and before Within the span of only a few months—and before 
we ever declared we ever declared ourselvesourselves in rebellion against  in rebellion against 
England—the British lost at the Battle of Great England—the British lost at the Battle of Great 
Bridge, the Battle of Moore's Creek Bridge, the Bridge, the Battle of Moore's Creek Bridge, the 
Battle of the Rice Boats, and the Battle of Battle of the Rice Boats, and the Battle of 
Dorchester HeightsDorchester Heights

(leading to their withdrawal from Boston)(leading to their withdrawal from Boston)
(since Washington knew that the British now (since Washington knew that the British now 
held Breed's Hill and Charlestown to the north, held Breed's Hill and Charlestown to the north, 
he came in from the south instead)he came in from the south instead)

(same plan, different angle...)(same plan, different angle...)
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17751775
17761776 Common SenseCommon Sense

British lossesBritish losses
Within the span of only a few months—and before Within the span of only a few months—and before 
we ever declared we ever declared ourselvesourselves in rebellion against  in rebellion against 
England—the British lost at the Battle of Great England—the British lost at the Battle of Great 
Bridge, the Battle of Moore's Creek Bridge, the Bridge, the Battle of Moore's Creek Bridge, the 
Battle of the Rice Boats, and the Battle of Battle of the Rice Boats, and the Battle of 
Dorchester HeightsDorchester Heights
On May 4, Rhode Island became the first colony On May 4, Rhode Island became the first colony 
to officially renounce allegiance to England and to officially renounce allegiance to England and 
George IIIGeorge III
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Funky little teaching moment—Funky little teaching moment—

Back in England, David Hartley thought that this Back in England, David Hartley thought that this 
was a good time to introduce a motion in the was a good time to introduce a motion in the 
House of Commons for the abolition of slavery in House of Commons for the abolition of slavery in 
English territories altogetherEnglish territories altogether

Unfortunately, David Hartley was an idiotUnfortunately, David Hartley was an idiot
A)A) Parliament was more than just a little bit Parliament was more than just a little bit 

preoccupied with the colonies at that moment, preoccupied with the colonies at that moment, 
  and they didn't feel like opening up any other and they didn't feel like opening up any other 

cans of worms right thencans of worms right then
B)B) Hartley was generally considered the worst, Hartley was generally considered the worst, 

most boring speaker in either House, so he most boring speaker in either House, so he 
completely failed to engage anyonecompletely failed to engage anyone
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Funky little teaching moment—Funky little teaching moment—

Back in England, David Hartley thought that this Back in England, David Hartley thought that this 
was a good time to introduce a motion in the was a good time to introduce a motion in the 
House of Commons for the abolition of slavery in House of Commons for the abolition of slavery in 
English territories altogetherEnglish territories altogether

Unfortunately, David Hartley was an idiotUnfortunately, David Hartley was an idiot
The motion died quickly and with much disdain, The motion died quickly and with much disdain, 
and even those to whom abolition was favorable and even those to whom abolition was favorable 
became soured on trying to bring it upbecame soured on trying to bring it up

You can totally see why people like Pastor John You can totally see why people like Pastor John 
Newton were desperate to see a Newton were desperate to see a goodgood politician  politician 
take up the cause...take up the cause...
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17751775
17761776 Common SenseCommon Sense

British lossesBritish losses
July 4July 4
Under Britain's Lord North, England had declared Under Britain's Lord North, England had declared 
that all American ships of any kind were to be that all American ships of any kind were to be 
considered enemy vessels, subject to attackconsidered enemy vessels, subject to attack

(which John Adams argued was tantamount to (which John Adams argued was tantamount to 
declaring war on America... which was itself declaring war on America... which was itself 
tantamount to regarding America as an tantamount to regarding America as an 
independent state)independent state)
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17751775
17761776 Common SenseCommon Sense

British lossesBritish losses
July 4July 4
Under Britain's Lord North, England had declared Under Britain's Lord North, England had declared 
that all American ships of any kind were to be that all American ships of any kind were to be 
considered enemy vessels, subject to attackconsidered enemy vessels, subject to attack
But the Continental Congress had no authority to But the Continental Congress had no authority to 
declare war or independence or anything like thatdeclare war or independence or anything like that

In fact, most of the colonies were still in favor In fact, most of the colonies were still in favor 
of trying to work things out with England and of trying to work things out with England and 
regain a sense of normalcyregain a sense of normalcy

The biggest problem were the middle coloniesThe biggest problem were the middle colonies
(the southern ones felt little love for (the southern ones felt little love for 
England, having originally been founded by England, having originally been founded by 
convicts, and the New England colonies convicts, and the New England colonies 
had so many mixed nationalities and so had so many mixed nationalities and so 
many issues with Quebec that they were many issues with Quebec that they were 
more than happy to throw off England's more than happy to throw off England's 
yoke)yoke)
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17751775
17761776 Common SenseCommon Sense

British lossesBritish losses
July 4July 4
Under Britain's Lord North, England had declared Under Britain's Lord North, England had declared 
that all American ships of any kind were to be that all American ships of any kind were to be 
considered enemy vessels, subject to attackconsidered enemy vessels, subject to attack
But the Continental Congress had no authority to But the Continental Congress had no authority to 
declare war or independence or anything like thatdeclare war or independence or anything like that

In fact, most of the colonies were still in favor In fact, most of the colonies were still in favor 
of trying to work things out with England and of trying to work things out with England and 
regain a sense of normalcyregain a sense of normalcy

The biggest problem were the middle coloniesThe biggest problem were the middle colonies
In fact, Adams was actually working on a plan In fact, Adams was actually working on a plan 
to overthrow the colonial governments of  to overthrow the colonial governments of  
Pennsylvania and Maryland so that Congress Pennsylvania and Maryland so that Congress 
could push through a vote for independencecould push through a vote for independence
when luckily, North and South Carolina—and when luckily, North and South Carolina—and 
soon, Virginia—authorized their delegates tosoon, Virginia—authorized their delegates to
discuss and vote for independencediscuss and vote for independence

Over the next few weeks, the otherOver the next few weeks, the other
colonies did the same, and the votecolonies did the same, and the vote
was madewas made
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17751775
17761776 Common SenseCommon Sense

British lossesBritish losses
July 4July 4
Under Britain's Lord North, England had declared Under Britain's Lord North, England had declared 
that all American ships of any kind were to be that all American ships of any kind were to be 
considered enemy vessels, subject to attackconsidered enemy vessels, subject to attack
But the Continental Congress had no authority to But the Continental Congress had no authority to 
declare war or independence or anything like thatdeclare war or independence or anything like that
To write the official Declaration, the Congress To write the official Declaration, the Congress 
called upon John Adams, Ben Franklin, Thomas called upon John Adams, Ben Franklin, Thomas 
Jefferson, Robert Livingston, and Roger Sherman Jefferson, Robert Livingston, and Roger Sherman 

But remembering Jefferson's work on the earlier But remembering Jefferson's work on the earlier 
Petition, Adams asked him to be the primary Petition, Adams asked him to be the primary 
wordsmithwordsmith
On June 28, they presented the final version to On June 28, they presented the final version to 
Congress for approval... and over the next Congress for approval... and over the next 
several days, Congress hacked it to piecesseveral days, Congress hacked it to pieces

(Jefferson said that the final version (Jefferson said that the final version 
adopted had “mangled” his original and adopted had “mangled” his original and 
chopped it nearly in half)chopped it nearly in half)
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17751775
17761776 Common SenseCommon Sense

British lossesBritish losses
July 4July 4
Under Britain's Lord North, England had declared Under Britain's Lord North, England had declared 
that all American ships of any kind were to be that all American ships of any kind were to be 
considered enemy vessels, subject to attackconsidered enemy vessels, subject to attack
But the Continental Congress had no authority to But the Continental Congress had no authority to 
declare war or independence or anything like thatdeclare war or independence or anything like that
To write the official Declaration, the Congress To write the official Declaration, the Congress 
called upon John Adams, Ben Franklin, Thomas called upon John Adams, Ben Franklin, Thomas 
Jefferson, Robert Livingston, and Roger Sherman Jefferson, Robert Livingston, and Roger Sherman 

But remembering Jefferson's work on the earlier But remembering Jefferson's work on the earlier 
Petition, Adams asked him to be the primary Petition, Adams asked him to be the primary 
wordsmithwordsmith
On June 28, they presented the final version to On June 28, they presented the final version to 
Congress for approvalCongress for approval
Finally, the decision to accept the Declaration of Finally, the decision to accept the Declaration of 
Independence was made on July 2Independence was made on July 2

(a date which John Adams prophecied to (a date which John Adams prophecied to 
his wife would be revered in American his wife would be revered in American 
history as a holiday forever)history as a holiday forever)



The Age of RevolutionThe Age of Revolution
Whirlwind Revolutionary War TimelineWhirlwind Revolutionary War Timeline

17751775
17761776 Common SenseCommon Sense

British lossesBritish losses
July 4July 4
Under Britain's Lord North, England had declared Under Britain's Lord North, England had declared 
that all American ships of any kind were to be that all American ships of any kind were to be 
considered enemy vessels, subject to attackconsidered enemy vessels, subject to attack
But the Continental Congress had no authority to But the Continental Congress had no authority to 
declare war or independence or anything like thatdeclare war or independence or anything like that
To write the official Declaration, the Congress To write the official Declaration, the Congress 
called upon John Adams, Ben Franklin, Thomas called upon John Adams, Ben Franklin, Thomas 
Jefferson, Robert Livingston, and Roger Sherman Jefferson, Robert Livingston, and Roger Sherman 

But remembering Jefferson's work on the earlier But remembering Jefferson's work on the earlier 
Petition, Adams asked him to be the primary Petition, Adams asked him to be the primary 
wordsmithwordsmith
On June 28, they presented the final version to On June 28, they presented the final version to 
Congress for approvalCongress for approval
Finally, the decision to accept the Declaration of Finally, the decision to accept the Declaration of 
Independence was made on July 2Independence was made on July 2
It was signed and sent off to the It was signed and sent off to the printer printer onon       
July 4, and July 4, and that'sthat's the date that everyone the date that everyone
remembers, 'cuz remembers, 'cuz it'sit's the one on the  the one on the pagepage



The Age of RevolutionThe Age of Revolution
Funky little teaching moment—Funky little teaching moment—

The reason that John Hancock's signature was so The reason that John Hancock's signature was so 
large on the page was that, as the president of large on the page was that, as the president of 
the Congress, he was the first delegate to signthe Congress, he was the first delegate to sign

(he wasn't making any kind of (he wasn't making any kind of 
personal or political statement by personal or political statement by 
signing so large—he just didn't think signing so large—he just didn't think 
about how much space they'd need about how much space they'd need 
for everyone for everyone elseelse to sign, too) to sign, too)
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17751775
17761776 Common SenseCommon Sense

British lossesBritish losses
July 4July 4
Fighting around New YorkFighting around New York
Colonial leaders like John Adams and Ben Colonial leaders like John Adams and Ben 
Franklin tried one more time to extend an olive Franklin tried one more time to extend an olive 
branch in September, with a peace conference on branch in September, with a peace conference on 
Staten Island with Admiral HoweStaten Island with Admiral Howe

But, much like what had happened with the But, much like what had happened with the 
petition that they'd sent, the sending of the petition that they'd sent, the sending of the 
Declaration of Independence had effectively tied Declaration of Independence had effectively tied 
Howe's hands, diplomaticallyHowe's hands, diplomatically

There was no way that even an admiral There was no way that even an admiral 
could negotiate peace with a group that had could negotiate peace with a group that had 
officially declared themselves to be rebelsofficially declared themselves to be rebels
The conference lasted three hours, and was The conference lasted three hours, and was 
a total failure a total failure 
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Whirlwind Revolutionary War TimelineWhirlwind Revolutionary War Timeline

17751775
17761776 Common SenseCommon Sense

British lossesBritish losses
July 4July 4
Fighting around New YorkFighting around New York
Colonial leaders like John Adams and Ben Colonial leaders like John Adams and Ben 
Franklin tried one more time to extend an olive Franklin tried one more time to extend an olive 
branch in September, with a peace conferencebranch in September, with a peace conference
Around that time, Washington got pounded on by Around that time, Washington got pounded on by 
Howe in Brooklyn at the Battle of Long Island,  Howe in Brooklyn at the Battle of Long Island,  
but then won at the Battle of Harlem Heights,but then won at the Battle of Harlem Heights,
and later successfully held off a Hessian force in and later successfully held off a Hessian force in 
the Bronx at the Battle of Pell's Pointthe Bronx at the Battle of Pell's Point

Things were looking good for the young Things were looking good for the young 
revolution...revolution...
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17751775
17761776 Common SenseCommon Sense

British lossesBritish losses
July 4July 4
Fighting around New YorkFighting around New York
Colonial leaders like John Adams and Ben Colonial leaders like John Adams and Ben 
Franklin tried one more time to extend an olive Franklin tried one more time to extend an olive 
branch in September, with a peace conferencebranch in September, with a peace conference
Around that time, Washington got pounded on by Around that time, Washington got pounded on by 
Howe in Brooklyn at the Battle of Long Island,  Howe in Brooklyn at the Battle of Long Island,  
but then won at the Battle of Harlem Heights,but then won at the Battle of Harlem Heights,
and later successfully held off a Hessian force in and later successfully held off a Hessian force in 
the Bronx at the Battle of Pell's Pointthe Bronx at the Battle of Pell's Point
But then Howe landed more troops in New York, But then Howe landed more troops in New York, 
and Washington was pushed out of the city and and Washington was pushed out of the city and 
into the forests... just as winter hitinto the forests... just as winter hit

The British and Hessians nestled in for the The British and Hessians nestled in for the 
winter across the Delaware River, while winter across the Delaware River, while 
Washington's army slowly whittled away inWashington's army slowly whittled away in
the snow due to desertions, hunger, and the snow due to desertions, hunger, and 
hypothermiahypothermia
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17751775
17761776 Common SenseCommon Sense

British lossesBritish losses
July 4July 4
Fighting around New YorkFighting around New York
Crossing the DelawareCrossing the Delaware
Knowing that his men were losing morale (and Knowing that his men were losing morale (and 
that the Hessians across the river in Trenton that the Hessians across the river in Trenton 
would just march across the ice once it froze over would just march across the ice once it froze over 
in January), Washington came up with a risky planin January), Washington came up with a risky plan

On Christmas Day, while the Hessians were On Christmas Day, while the Hessians were 
focused on drunken celebration, Washington had focused on drunken celebration, Washington had 
his troops very quietly pack up their provisions and his troops very quietly pack up their provisions and 
prep their weapons, while sentries carried out their prep their weapons, while sentries carried out their 
normal routinenormal routine
Once the sun went down around 4:30, they quietly Once the sun went down around 4:30, they quietly 
piled into every boat, skiff, and ferry that they could piled into every boat, skiff, and ferry that they could 
find and silently crossed the Delaware under the find and silently crossed the Delaware under the 
cover of darknesscover of darkness

(some troops were left behind until the end, (some troops were left behind until the end, 
making noise and singing in the camp to making noise and singing in the camp to 
make the Hessians think that everything make the Hessians think that everything 
was normal)was normal)
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17751775
17761776 Common SenseCommon Sense

British lossesBritish losses
July 4July 4
Fighting around New YorkFighting around New York
Crossing the DelawareCrossing the Delaware
Knowing that his men were losing morale (and Knowing that his men were losing morale (and 
that the Hessians across the river in Trenton that the Hessians across the river in Trenton 
would just march across the ice once it froze over would just march across the ice once it froze over 
in January), Washington came up with a risky planin January), Washington came up with a risky plan

On Christmas Day, while the Hessians were On Christmas Day, while the Hessians were 
focused on drunken celebration, Washington had focused on drunken celebration, Washington had 
his troops very quietly pack up their provisions and his troops very quietly pack up their provisions and 
prep their weapons, while sentries carried out their prep their weapons, while sentries carried out their 
normal routinenormal routine
Once the sun went down around 4:30, they quietly Once the sun went down around 4:30, they quietly 
piled into every boat, skiff, and ferry that they could piled into every boat, skiff, and ferry that they could 
find and silently crossed the Delaware under the find and silently crossed the Delaware under the 
cover of darknesscover of darkness
The last man to step onto the last boat wasThe last man to step onto the last boat was
Washington himselfWashington himself

(and no, he didn't stand up in broad (and no, he didn't stand up in broad 
daylight like an idiot)daylight like an idiot)
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17751775
17761776 Common SenseCommon Sense

British lossesBritish losses
July 4July 4
Fighting around New YorkFighting around New York
Crossing the DelawareCrossing the Delaware
Knowing that his men were losing morale (and Knowing that his men were losing morale (and 
that the Hessians across the river in Trenton that the Hessians across the river in Trenton 
would just march across the ice once it froze over would just march across the ice once it froze over 
in January), Washington came up with a risky planin January), Washington came up with a risky plan
The next day, Washington attacked the (kinda The next day, Washington attacked the (kinda 
hungover) Hessians at Trenton and forced them hungover) Hessians at Trenton and forced them 
to surrenderto surrender

Washington's forces were still small and Washington's forces were still small and 
isolated, but they were now well-provisioned for isolated, but they were now well-provisioned for 
the winter, and it was a huge morale-boosterthe winter, and it was a huge morale-booster
Enlistments and re-enlistments increased, and Enlistments and re-enlistments increased, and 
America entered 1777 with a renewed sense of America entered 1777 with a renewed sense of 
hope for the future...hope for the future...
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